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A DIGITAL COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THE ANNUAL SNOW

AND SOIL THERMAL REGIMES AT BARROW, ALASKA

by

S.I. Outcalt, C. Goodwin, G. Weller and J. Brown

INTRODUCTION

The annual snow and soil thermal regimes at Barrow, Alaska, have been the subjects of in
tensive research effort for two decades. That effort has been accelerated during the last five
years as a result of the selection of Barrow as the major U.S. International Biological Program
Tundra Biome study site. Thus, detailed hydrologic and energy budget climatological data are
available for this site on the Alaska Coastal Plain (Weller et al. 1972, Nakano and Brown 1972,
Dingman 1973, Maykut and Church 1973, Coyne and Kelley in press). Paralleling this research,
the Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory began experimenting with snow fences to
augment snow accumulation in the small watershed used by Barrow Village for its municipal water
supply (Slaughter et al. 1975). These experiments posed an interesting series of questions
concerning the relationship between the natural annual snow hydrology and the soil temperature
of the coastal tundra as these regimes are disturbed in either an inadvertent or planned manner
during the process of resource development.

During the annual cycle at an undisturbed flat tundra site the winter snow has accumulated
to a depth of 40-50 cm by late May. In early June the snowpack ripens, becoming isothermal at
0°C. This is followed by rapid melt, the bulk of the annual runoff being generated as meltwater
in a 3-5 day period, leaving the terrain nearly snow-free by mid-June. The significance of this
concentration of annual runoff in a short period can hardly be overestimated as these events
trigger a period of rapid, time-dependent evolutionary change in the albedo and aerodynamic rough
ness which guide the magnitude and direction of the surface energy and mass transfer regimes. Dur
ing the pre-melt period the snow surface has a relatively high albedo (0.87) and is aerodynamically
smooth, the roughness length being estimated to be on the order of millimeters. Within this pre-
runoff period cloudy days are important in the snow ripening process which removes the winter cold
content of the pack in a series of events of surface melt and internal refreezing. Thermal radiation
from the cloud base is often a heat source for the ripening process when the cloud base temperatures
are above freezing. As the snow cover cannot come to thermal equilibrium above the ice point, low,
warm, continuous stratus cloud cover promotes rapid ripening when the solar albedo is still rela
tively high. Meltwater generated in the near-surface layers penetrates to the cold snow at depth,
releasing the heat of fusion when refreezing, thus warming that zone toward the ice point (Benson
et al. in press). On windy days when the air temperature is above freezing, the sensible heat
flux is a significant heat source. Condensation provides additional heat for generating meltwater
at the surface.

When the pack becomes isothermal and runoff begins there is a systematic increase in the
roughness length and a decrease in the solar albedo as snow depth decreases. The snow-free
tundra has a solar albedo of 0.17 and an aerodynamicroughness length on the order of 1-2 cm.
The mechanisms which promote these changes are both local and regional. The increase in snow-
free area lowers the terrain albedo while exposing microtopographic features which increase the
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surface roughness. On a local (small area) scale, dust and organic debris blown from snow-free
terrain and the appearance of plant stems above the snow surface reduce the local albedo. Solar
radiation becomes increasingly more significant as a heat source due to these albedo reductions.
Similarly the magnitude of turbulent transfer is increased as the melting snow exposes the rough
underlying surface composed of microrelief features (polygon centers, rims and troughs).

When an area has become snow-free the vegetated surface reaches temperatures higher than
the ice point and the ice-rich organic layer (2-15 cm mean value range) begins to thaw. During the
course of the summer the thaw zone (active layer) penetrates into the underlying mineral soil lay
ers, reaching a maximum depth in silts of from 30 to 40 cm by late August. When autumn arrives
the active layer refreezes from both above and below (Brewer 1958, Mackay 1973), and as the win
ter snow arrives, the cycle begins anew.

Man can disturb this natural system in several ways. Snow fencing is a planned disturbance
that increases snow depth behind a synthetic obstruction to airflow. At such a site the total snow
depth is increased and the total runoff can be augmented during an extended melt-runoff period.
Experiments with a 2.7-meter fence "during the 1972-73 water year increased the snow depth five
fold and delayed meltout locally by one month (Slaughter et al. in press). As the soil surface can
not attain temperatures greater than 0°C with an overlying snow cover, this effect must induce a
disturbance in the time-de pendent evolution of the thaw zone compared to the area outside the in
fluence of the fence. If fencing were carried out on a scale which would eliminate edge effects in
the center of the drift area, one would anticipate a decrease in summer substrate temperatures

year after year until a new equilibrium with the fence-drift environment was reached.

The snow fence experiment is an example of a planned modification, but what of inadvertent
or unplanned effects on the hydrologic and thermal regimes? All construction in the North modifies
to some degree the thermal, radiative and aerodynamic properties of the terrain. Road, dam, levee
and airfield construction radically change the thermal resistance of the surface layers while build
ings and other above-ground structures also modify the aerodynamic roughness to an extreme de
gree while producing snowdrifts. An urban area in the flat coastal plain must have a lowered albedo
and an increased roughness length compared to the terrain beyond its margins. Recent satellite and
underflight imagery clearly illustrates the disappearance of snow from Barrow Village and from the
immediate vicinity of the road net at Prudhoe several weeks before this event occurs on the open
tundra during the annual meltout. Figure 1 demonstrates this early melt at Barrow Village.

If it were possible to develop a simulator for this interactive system in which weather, the
tundra surface and human modification are the main components, that model could be used to esti
mate the effects of snow depth modifications and to perform sensitivity tests of hypotheses con
cerning early meltout in urban areas. Once such a model was considered reliable it could be used
to design structures with radiative, thermal and aerodynamic properties which would both ensure
the stability of the structures themselves and attenuate undesirable environmental impact beyond
the construction area. Lachenbruch (1959) made a significant start in this direction, utilizing an
alytical solutions to the periodic heat flow problem. However, these analytical solutions do not
incorporate aerodynamic and radiative effects. Analytical formulations become cumbersome when
more than two layers are considered and when they require a surface thermal regime to force the
substrate thermal evolution. Unfortunately the surface thermal regime is part of the answer to the
terrain modification problem and not part of the question. A model structure is required which can
simulate the evolution of the thermal structure of substrates composed of three or more layers which
is forced by a surface thermal regime modeled as a time-dependent function of local weather and the
physical properties of the site. A surface thermal model of this type was developed by Myrup (1969)
for the synthetic analysis of the urban heat island effect on an analog computer. That diurnal, sur
face equilibrium temperature model was modified for use on a digital computer and coupled to a
finite-difference soil thermal model by Outcalt (1972). This model was modified to drive an annual
snow-soil simulator which will be described in the following section of this report.
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Figure 1. Aerial view showing early melt (9 June 1972) in vicinity of Barrow Village. (Photograph
courtesy of R.I. Lewellen.)

AN OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL STRUCTURE AND OPERATION

The model operates starting from an initial thermal profile, which specifies temperature as a
function of depth at some starting time,.and is then forced by daily weather data. For this study,
information from the U.S. National Weather Service at Barrow Village was used. The daily meteor
ological variables used to force the annual simulator are listed in Table I.

The main program first acquires the initial temperature profile, read by subroutine TSTART.
Then subroutine FOMO estimates the values of the Fourier modulus (see eq 1.0) for snow and or
ganic and mineral soil. These values are later corrected for temperature. The entire matrix of

daily weather data is read using subroutine REAWEA.

Table I. National Weather Service data.

Computer
notation Variable Units

TIME Month, day
SUN Mean daily downward solar radiation mly/min
CLO Cloud cover fraction (0.0-1)
TA Mean daily air temperature °C
RHA Mean daily relative humidity fraction RH/100

UA Mean daily wind speed cm/sec

P Station pressure mb

SF Snowfall cm
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-yes

^^CALL TSTART
[(read start temp, profile)

1i

CALL FQJMQ
(calculate profile Fourier Moduli)

1 '

^ CALL REAWEA
|(read weather data matrix)

CALL SEARCH

(calculate surface temp.
and energy budget components)

CALL GTEMP

(calculate snow/soil thermal
profile, melt, etc.)

CALL TUNPIC

1(display output thermal profile)

Figure 2. Model flow chart.

After this preparation, daily calculations are begun by sequential calls on subroutine SEARCH,
which estimates the equilibrium temperature of the surface, GTEMP, which updates the temperature-
depth profile, and TUNPIC, which displays the current thermal distribution using line printer graphic
techniques. The model flow chart is presented as Figure 2. Each of these subroutines is described
in detail.

OPERATION OF SUBROUTINES

TSTART

This routine reads in the initial thermal profile data.

FOMO

This routine first sets the thermal diffusivities for the three materials used in the model (snow
and organic and mineral soils). These values are later corrected for temperature to simulate soil
diffusivities during freeze-thaw and in the frozen state. The routine also sets up the spacing be
tween the thermal computation nodes in the substrate. Currently a 5-cm spacing is employed through
out the snow levels down to a depth of 145 cm in the soil. Beyond that depth the node spacing is in
creased by a factor of 1.25 at each new depth. This places the last node (node 150) well below the
depth of annual thermal fluctuation. The surface is located at node 100 and the organic layer ex
tends to node 103, simulating an organic layer 15 cm deep. The thermal properties are initialized
at these levels and Fourier modulus values are computed for each level. The fourier modulus F is
a dimensionless number used in the calculation of substrate thermal evolution (see eq 1.0 and
Appendix A for mathematical notation).

fi = [D{Z, Tl-xW\/kZ2. (1.0)
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In the simulations described in this report a base computation diffusivity of 3 x 10"5 cm2 sec"1
was used for mineral soil and cold snow and a value of 1 x 10"3 cm2 sec"1 was assigned to the or
ganic layer. The Fourier modulus is used in transforming the thermal diffusion equation into a
finite difference form that is actually a smoothing filter in which the weights are prescribed by the
value of the Fourier modulus. These relationships are expressed in eq 1.1 through 1.4:

dT/dt = D(Z, T)d2T/dZ2 (l.l)

define reverse time (£*) then dt*/dt = - 1 (1.2)

T\= F£(7l+l +?-l^ +(1 " 2i5,)T£~1 forward steP (explicit scheme) (1.3)

T\= -F^T^l +Tj£j) +(1 +2F^)T£t+1 backward step (implicit scheme) (1.4)

These relationships are employed in explicit solutions (eq 1.3) in which the Fourier modulus is
constrained to values less than xk to insure numerical stability, and in the construction of a tridi-
agonal matrix of future temperatures (eq 1.4) employed in implicit solutions (Carnahan et al. 1969).
In the computer simulations an implicit scheme was used over a diurnal time step.

REAWEA

This routine reads in weather data and performs the computations necessary to create interme
diate variables used in the equilibrium temperature search routine. These operations are summar
ized in equation set 2 (notation described in Appendix A and Table I):

Q = f(TAK, RHA, P) (2.0)

RSKY = BB(TSKY)*(l.-CLO**2)+BB(TAK)*(CLO**2) (2.1)

IF (TAK.GE.275.)ZO = ZOT (2.21)

IF (TAK.LE.271.) ZO = ZOS (2.22)

IF (TAK.LT.275..AND.TAK.GT.271.) ZO = (ZOS+ZOT)/2 (2.23)

EXCO = (XKAR2*AIRDEN*UA)/(ALOG(ZA/ZO)**20 (2.23)

SEARCH

This subroutine carries out a search for the equilibrium temperature of the surface. An account
ing of the surface position is maintained at each iteration using eq 3.1:

SD * SD -ABLA+SF*SDFAC (3.1)

The albedo of the surface was fitted to field data and snow depth measurements gathered by Weller
et al. (1972). Thus, the albedo was checked at each iteration in the manner described by equation
set 3.2:

IF (SD.GT.34.) ALB = ALBS (3.20)

IF (SD.LE.34.. AND.SD.GT.15.) ALB = .6+.0105*(SD-15.) (3.21)
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IF (SD.LE.15..AND.SD.GT.5.) ALB m< A + .02*(SD-5.) (3.22)

IF (SD.LE.5..AND.SD.GT.0.) ALB = ALBT + .046*SD (3.23)

IF (SD.LE.O.) ALB = ALBT (3.24)

IF (SD.GE.SDMAX.AND.TAK.LT.268.) ALB - ALBS. (3.25)

Net solar radiation was calculated using eq 3.3:

RSN = SUN*(1.-ALB). (3.3)

At this point the program enters the equilibrium temperature search loop and uses equation set
3.4 in the computation of the values of the energy budget components:

RLN = RSKY-BB(TEQ) (3.40)

RN = RSN+RLN (3.41)

S = (C/DZ)*(T(LEQ+1)-TEQ) (3.42)

H = EXCO*AIRCAP*(TAK-TEQ) (3.43)

QG = f(TEQ,SRHF,P) (3.44)

LE = EXCO*LHEAT*(Q-QG). (3.45)

Note that each of the surface energy budget components in equation set 3.4 (RN, S,H, LE) is
a function of surface temperature (TEQ) only when the equations have been specified in this form
and all other information is known. The familiar energy conservation equation can then be stated

as a function of surface temperature in eq 3.5:

RN+S+H+LE = BAL(TEQ).

Note that if BAL(TEQ), the sum of the energy budget components, is sufficiently close to zero
all the energy budget components are correctly specified and the value of the surface temperature
is also correct. In practice this region is ±1 ly/day. The solution for a sufficiently small BAL(TEQ)
is accomplished by making two initial guesses at the surface temperature using an interval halving
algorithm followed by further estimates for solution surface temperatures (TEQ) using the secant
algorithm (Beckett and Hurt 1967). This scheme yields convergence within the prescribed accuracy
(±1 ly/day) with less than eight iterations.

If snow is present and the surface equilibrium temperature is above 0°C it is obvious that energy
is available to either ripen or melt snow cover. In this event the surface equilibrium temperature is
reset to the ice point and the substrate soil temperature nodes are inventoried to establish if all
nodes representing snow cover are at the ice point. The thermal evolution of the nodes representing
snow cover is constrained to temperatures at or below the ice point. The energy budget components
are then recalculated with the surface equilibrium temperature at 0°C and the heat flux from the top
layer to the snow surface is set to zero. The sum of the recalculated energy budget components re
presents the energy available to either warm or melt snow. In all computations heat flow toward the
surface from either above or below is considered positive. If cold snow is present the available
heat is distributed downward through the snowpack, removing the cold content from the surface
downward.
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This scheme attempts to simulate the near-surface melt and refreezing of meltwater at depth
which warms the pack to the ice point. An algorithm for the simulation of density evolution within
the snowpack has not been constructed. Bulk density is currently being used to estimate density-
dependent thermal properties. At this stage only the total water content of the snowpack is con
sidered. Thus, discrepancies with field data can be expected when ablation occurs in snow with
strong vertical density gradients. This routine is exited, furnishing a new surface temperature
(daily mean) and diurnal totals for the energy budget components.

STEMP

This subroutine sets all temperatures at and above the current surface level to the equilibrium
temperature solution furnished by SEARCH. This procedure is useful in the event of new snowfall.
An additional subroutine is called which adjusts the Fourier modulus of each layer for the tempera
ture of that layer at the last iteration. In this manner the non-linear parabolic partial differential
equation representing the diffusion of temperature in the substrate (eq 1.1) is made linear at each
diurnal iteration when calculations are carried out in a finite difference mode (eq set 1). The rou
tine used in this operation employs functions which synthesize the temperature-dependent behavior
of thermal diffusivity through the ice point. The scheme is abstracted by the expressions in equa
tion set 4:

TC = .25*(T(L-1)+T(L+1))+.5*T(L) (4.0)

XER = ERFC(ABS(TC/1.8)*FHEAT) (4.1)

FOMOD(L) = FO(L)*(C(ML)/(C(ML)+XER*POR(ML))) (4.21)

IF (TC.LT.-7.) FOMOD(L) = FO(L) = FO(L)/(1.-(POR(ML)*0.5)) (4.22)

IF (TC.GT.O.O) FOMOD(L) = FO(L). (4.23)

This scheme is extremely generalized as there is considerable uncertainty as to the spatial vari
ance of ice content in the soil and the thermal properties of the organic layer. Thus we have con
structed a soil sequence with thermal properties which synthesize the temperature-dependent re
sponse of real soils. In addition, an option is available to modify the relative humidity of the soil
surface as a function of active layer depth to simulate desiccation effects due to drainage and/or
evaporation during the summer season.

Next a routine is called which solves the simultaneous equations which are represented by a
tridiagonal matrix with columns represented by the right side of eq 1.4 and a thermal vector at the
last step represented by the left side of eq 1.4. This implicit system is solved by a recursive
scheme (Carnahan et al. 1969). The solution is checked to ensure that no snow nodes are above
0?C. The temperature at the lowest node is never changed and remains fixed at the value set by
TSTART. The temperatures at the surface and above are continually set at the equilibrium tempera
ture by subroutine SEARCH.

TUNPIC

This subroutine uses line printer graphic techniques to portray the snow-soil thermal structure
and the snow depth throughout time on a daily basis. Each line printer symbol represents a depth
node x 1 day.
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DEVELOPMENT HISTORY OF THE SIMULATOR

The annual modeling effort was initiated by the development of a simple active layer simulator
at the University of Michigan (Goodwin 1972). This model, forced by mean monthly weather data,
utilized many of the subroutines designed for diurnal simulation (Outcalt 1972) and calculated the
active layer depth from energy conservation considerations and the temperature profile in the neigh
borhood of the soil surface. Later a soil thermal diffusion routine was incorporated into a model
which was forced with daily weather information in a program flow structure similar to that of the
present model, the major differences being the use of an explicit, finite difference formulation of
the soil thermal evolution equation (see eq 1.3) and the use of the interval-halving algorithm in the
search for the surface equilibrium temperature. The development of that model has been reported
elsewhere (Goodwin and Outcalt in press). The performance of the model was evaluated in a de
tailed comparison with field measurements of the energy transfer regime and substrate thermal
structure. Weller and Holmgren's (1973) data set was examined for comparison with simulated re
sponse. The time series running continuously from 12 July through 5 September 1971 was selected,
as the perturbations of snowmelt time-phase discrepancies had been dampened due to the passage of
time, and phase change was active in the subsoil, thus providing a test for the performance of the
equilibrium temperature algorithm. Two surface temperature-time series, one at the base of the
canopy and the other at the soil surface, were used in the comparison. Frequently there were large
discrepancies between the mean daily temperatures of these two sites, the root mean square of these
being 1.2°C. By way of comparison the root mean square (rms) values for model-canopy and model-
soil discrepancies were 1.4°C and 1.5°C respectively, in the same realm as the rms value between
sites. These data are presented in Figure 3.

The analysis demonstrated that the time dependence of meltout and the total active layer depth

were extremely close to the field measurements (2 days and 10 cm). However, total daily heat flux
components diverged from the field-measured values. Further, a study of the surface and substrate
temperatures indicated that a major source of this error was traceable to the empirical estimation
of the thermal radiation flux from the sky hemisphere. There is also considerable uncertainty as

to the thermal properties of snow and the organic layer during the annual weather cycle, traceable
to freeze-thaw and desiccation effects. A considerable improvement in simulation accuracy is
therefore to be anticipated with the completion of a coupled soil temperature - water flow model
now under development.

16.00 24.00 32.00

TIME (DAYS)
HO.OO 48.00 56.00

Figure 3. Soil (squares) and plant canopy (diamonds) observations compared
to model response (solid line) during the period 12 July - 5 September 1971.
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The current simulator was produced by constructing an implicit scheme for soil thermal evolu
tion and adding the secant algorithm to the equilibrium temperature search routine. These modifica
tions greatly increased program efficiency, reducing computation time by nearly an order of magnitude.
It should be mentioned that when the implicit scheme was used during snow ripening it was necessary

to decouple the snow from the underlying soil to prevent the cold from moving upward into the pack.
This is accomplished by setting the two lowest nodes in the snow at the ice point when the surface
is at the ice point. This may be considered to represent the hoarfrost basal layer and/or meltwater
flow along the snow/soil interface (Colbeck 1974).

The simulation cannot be improved until a set of field data including total downward radiation
becomes available. At that stage it should be possible to force the simulator with both incoming
solar and thermal radiation. Then attention can be directed toward the development of a simulator

with a coupled heat - water flow algorithm as that sensitivity is now masked by thermal radiation

estimation errors as they are incorporated into equilibrium temperature solutions at the surface.

Therefore, this report considers only the gross time-dependent response of snowmelt and active
layer evolution.

THE SIMULATION OF SNOW FENCE EFFECTS

The simulator was run using a chain of weather data beginning on 10 February 1971, at which
time a field-measured snow-soil thermal profile was available (Weller and Holmgren in press). The
comparison of simulated and field events at the undisturbed tundra site appears in Table II (Weller
et al. 1972, Weller and Holmgren 1973). A sample of the type of line printer graphical output used
in the analysis is presented in Figure 4.

MMMU!
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Table II. Time dependence comparison, undisturbed
tundra, summer 1971.

Event Field Simulation*

Melt begins 4 June 5 June
Melt complete 13 June 14 June
Max. thaw depth (cm) 35 30 + t

* Slight soil desiccation simulated.
t Resolution only 5 cm in graphic output.
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Figure 4. Line printer graphic comparison of normal tundra (above) and snow-fenced tundra. Soil
and snow temperatures in 5°C slices; time moves from right to left. Each symbol is 5 cm-day.
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The snow depth was gradually increased by scaling the snow depth factor (SDFAC, eq 3.1)
upward from unity. The snow fence simulation was run by applying this increased factor after the
simulation ran for a year in the undisturbed mode (SDFAC - 1.). The simulator was forced in the
fence simulation by replaying the 1971 weather data repetitively for up to 4 years. In the simula
tion of a snow fence 2.7 meters high meltout was delayed until 19 July. This corresponds roughly
with field observations in 1973 when meltout was delayed until 18 July behind a fence drift which
was 2.7 meters deep at the onset of the melt season. This correspondence must be viewed as for
tuitous, as 1971 weather was used, not 1973 weather.

The monthly mean summer temperatures for the 1945-1971 period have been arrayed in standard
deviation form as departures from the mean monthly means. The standard deviation values for June
and July 1971 were +1.3 and +0.9. Thus the "1971-simulation weather" during the melt season
was considerably warmer than the 1945-1971 norm. With these constraints in mind the simulated
drift height was increased to 4.2 meters. At that snow depth ablation was incomplete and the snow
lasted throughout the summer, increasing in depth by about 10 cm/yr through the third year of simu
lated snow fence modification. It would therefore seem probable that a fence array producing drift
ing to a depth of over 4.2 meters would be capable of initiating a permanent snowfield at Barrow
with the thermal characteristics of a temperate glacier (i.e. becoming isothermal during the ablation
season). A small, induced permanent snowbed would offer interesting management possibilities as
a fresh water source, or as a thermal blanket for regulating ground thermal conditions, since the
radiative characteristics of the surface might be altered to match demand.

URBANIZATION AND MELTOUT

As mentioned in the introduction, meltout is observed to occur several weeks early in Barrow
Village. Two mechanisms for this effect are proposed: 1) lowered snow albedo (possible range
0.82 - 0.20), and 2) increased aerodynamic roughness in the village (possible range 0.1 - 100 cm).
These effects were sensitivity-tested using the 1971 weather and the results are abstracted in
Table III.

The simulated system is more sensitive to reduced snow albedo than to increased aerodynamic
roughness length. Thus, of the two mechanisms, reduced albedo in the village due to dust fall, snow
removal, vertical walls, etc. would appear to be a predominant mechanism in initiating early melt.
This hypothesis needs the additional support of albedo measurements by aircraft and a detailed
analysis of the aerodynamic roughness geometry of the village. At this stage, the modeling-simula
tion effort can be used as a guide for critical design and experimentation.

Table III. Sensitivity test of urbanization.

Snow albedo

Meltout date

Snow roughness length (cm)
Meltout date

0.82 0.70 0.60 0.50

14 June 7 June 6 June 2 June

0.1 10 50 100

14 June 11 June 8 June 7 June

CONCLUSION

This work has demonstrated the feasibility of constructing a generalized annual snow-soil temp
erature model of tundra and permafrost terrains. Further, the structure of the coupled, equilibrium
temperature-soil thermal diffusion model appears sufficiently generalized to act as the basis for
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specific annual simulations. Simulation experiments indicate that snow fence arrays producing

drifts greater than 4.2 meters in depth should initiate permanent snowbeds at Barrow and other loca

tions in the Alaskan Coastal Plain. The simulator indicates that snow albedo reduction in an urban

area such as Barrow Village is dominant over aerodynamic modification in initiating the early melt

effect.
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APPENDIX A: MATHEMATICAL NOTATION

Variable names in equation sets 2-4 are the same as used in the Fortran IV Source Code.
Note also the use of Fortran Algebraic and Logical Operators in equation sets 2-4.

Equation set 1

T Temperature
t Time

I Space node index
t* Reverse time

Z Depth
D Diffusivity
F Fourier modulus

Equation set 2

ZOS Snow aerodynamic roughness length (0.1 cm)
ZOT Tundra aerodynamic roughness length (2 cm)
XKAR2 Von Karman constant squared (0.16)
ZA Atmospheric computation level (20 m)
TAK Air temperature (K)
Q Specific humidity of air
TSKY Radiant temperature of clear sky
ZO Roughness length of surface
UA Wind velocity

AIRDEN Air density
EXCO Atmospheric turbulent exchange coefficient
BB( ) Black body function
RSKY Thermal radiation flux from sky hemisphere

Equation set 3

ALBS Albedo of snow (0.82)
ALBT Albedo of tundra (0.17)
HFUS Fusion heat for water

SNOWCAP Volumetric heat capacity of snow

SNOWDEN Snow density

LHEAT Latent heat of evaporation

CSNOW Thermal conductivity of snow
CORG Thermal conductivity of organic material
AIRCAP Heat capacity of air
SD Snow depth
SDMAX Maximum snow depth (if SD= 0, SDMAX = 0)
SDFAC Snowfall increase factor

ABLA Ablation

SF Snowfall

ALB Albedo

RSN Net solar radiation

S Heat flux to surface of substrate

C Conductivity of substrate surface layer
DZ Node spacing increment
T Substrate temperature vector

13
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LEQ Surface level (changes with snow depth)
H Sensible heat flux from atmosphere

TEQ Equilibrium temperature of surface
f(arg.) Function of argument
SRHF Surface relative humidity fraction

QG Surface specific humidity

LE Latent heat flux

LHEAT Latent heat of fusion

BAL Sum of energy budget components

Equation set 4

TC Temperature in node region
ERFC 1 - error function

XER Dummy variable
FO Fourier modulus

FOMOD Fourier modulus corrected for temperature

L Node level index

ML Level material index (snow, organic, mineral)
POR Porosity
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MAIN FOR NEW TUNDRA SIMULATOR

CI PENSION F0(200) ,T(200),TC(200 )
DIMENSION TIME (365) ,SF(365) ,TAK(365) ,SUN (365)
DIM ENS ION EXCO(365),RSKY{265),P(365),Q(36 5)
REAL LE

PRCBLEM PARAMETERS

LSURF=100

LORG=103

LEXPAN=130

LZ=150

CZ=5.

DT=3.6E3*24.

LYR=2

A8LA=0.0

IDAY=38

RMDR=0.0

FLUXIN=0.0

MELT=0

ACT=0.0

SD=25.

SDMAX=SD

SDFAC^l.O

PROBLEM SET UP CALLS

CALL TSTART (T,LZ)
CALL FOMG(DT,DZ,LZ,LEXPAN,LSURF,LCRG,FO)
CALL REAWEA(TIME,SF,TAK,SUN,EXCO,RSKY,P,Q)

BEGIN ANNUAL LOOP

DO 1 N=1,LYR

1>RITE(6,66) N
66 FORMAT(1H1,10X,•YEAR=«,12)

WRITE(7,66) N
IF (N.EQ.l) IFST = IDAY

IF (N.GT.l) IFST=1

DO 2 I = IFST ,365

*********************************

IF (I.EQ.130) SDFAC=5.0
**************

BEGIN DIURNAL CALCULATICNS
CALL SEARCH(TEQ,RN,S,H,LE,I , LEQ,LSURF,DZ , ACT

1,SF(I),TAK(I),SUN(I),EXCO(I),RSKY(I),P( I ),Q(I)
2, T, SDFAC ,SD, SDMAX ,ABL A,RI*CP , FLUX I N, MELT )

CALL GTEMP ( T , TC , LEQ, L SURF ,LORG,LZ,DZ,

ITEQfFO*ACT)
CALL TUNPIC(TIME(I) ,TC,LEXPAN,LSURF)
WRITE(6,6) T IME( I ),RN,S,H,LE,TC(LEQ),TC(LSURF)

1 ,TC(LORG) ,SU,ACT
6 FORMATt1X,F5.2,2X,4F6.C,2X,5F6.1)

WRITE(6,16) (TC(L),L=1,LZ)
16 F0RMAT(3X,10F5.1)

WRITE(6,26)
26 FORMAT!/)

2 CONTINUE

1 CONTINUE

STOP

ENC

SUBROUTINE SEARCH(TEC ,RN , S,H,LE,I,LEQ,LSURF,DZ,ACT

C

c*

c*

C
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1,SF,TAK,SUN,EXC0,RSKY,P,Q

2,T,SDFAC,SD,SDMAX,ABLA,R^CR,FLUXIN,MELT)
DIMENSION T(200),TGLS(20) ,BAL(2 0)
REAL LHEAT.LE

************************************

ALBS = .82

ALBT=.17
*************************************

CSNC=4.E-4

C0RG=4.E-4

FFUS=80.

SN0CAP=.48

SN0DEN=.5

CM=HFUS*SNODEN

XLH=590.

XLHF=670.

XLYD=6.E4*1.44

AIRCAP=.24

TPHA=273.16

SD=SD-ABLA+SF*SDFAC

IF (SD.LE.O.) SD=C.

LEG=LSURF-(SD/DZ)

IF (SD.EQ.O.O) SDMAX=0.

ALB=ALBI(SD, SDM AX , TAK ,A LB T ,ALB S)
PSN=SUN*(1.-ALB)*1.44

K0=0

Gl=TAK-20.

G2=TAK+20.

GO TO 404

401 G2=TEQ

GO TO 404

403 IF (KD.GT.l) GU TO 4C5

IF (BAL(KO).LT.O.) GC TO 401

G1 = TEQ

404 TEQ=(Gl+G2)/2.

GO TO 406

405 CALL SECANT(KO,BAL,TGUS,GlNQh)

TEC=GUNOW

406 CONTINUE

IF (TEQ.GE.TPHA ) LHEAT = XLH

IF (TEQ.LT.TPHA) LHEAT=XLFF

RLN=(RSKY-B3(TEQ))*1.44

RN=RSN+RLN

IF (LEQ.LT.LSURF) C=CSNC

IF (LEQ.EQ.LSURF) C=CORG

S=(C/DZ)*(T(LEQ+1)-TEQ)*XLYD

H=EXCO*AIRCAP*(TAK-TEQ)*XLYD

IF (LEQ.LT.LSURF) SRHF=1.C0

IF (LEQ.EQ.LSURF) SRHF=1.-(ACT/55.)

IF (SRHF.LT.0.2) SRHF=0.2

QG=QS(TEG,SRHF,P)
LE=EXCO*LHEAT*(Q-QG)*XLYD

KO=KO+1

BAL(KC)=RN+S+H+LE

TGLS(KO)=TEQ

IF (K0.GT.15) GO TO 85

TE ST=ABS(BAL(KO))

IF (TEST.GT.l) GO TO 4C3

IF (LEQ.LT.LSURF.AND.TEQ.GE.TPHA) GO TO 7316

ABLA=0.0
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GO TO 7317

73 16 CONTINUE

TEQ=TPHA

RLN=(RSKY-B8(TEQ) )*1.44

S=0.

H=EXCO*AIRCAP*( TAK-TEQ ) *XLYD

LE = EXCO*XLH*(Q-QS(T EQ,1.OC,F))*XLYD
IF (MfcLT.EQ.l) RMDR=0.

FLUXIN=RN+H+LE+RMCR

RMDR=0.

MELT=1

LFST=LEQ+1

LLST=LSURF-1

DO 10 L=LFST,LLST
IF (T(L).NE.TPHA) NELT=0

10 CUNTINUE

ABLA=0.

IF (MELT.E3.1) ABLA=FLUXIN/CM
IF (MELT.EQ.l) GO TO 21

DO 20 L=LFST,LLST
HCOUNT= ( TPHA-Tl L) )*QZ*SNGCAP

IF (HCOUNT.EQ.0.0) GC TC 20

IF (FLUXIN.GE.HCOLNT)

IF (FLUX IN.GE.HCOUNT)

IF (FLUXIN.LT.HCOUNT)

IF (FLUXIN.LT.HCOUNT)

IF (FLUXIN.LT.HCOUNT)

20 CONTINUE

21 CONTINUE

7317 CONTINUE

GO TO 86

85 WRITE(6,666)

666 FORMATl10X,«K0.GT.15' )
86 CONTINUE

RETURN

END

SUBROUT INE CRANK ( FOMOD, T , LEG , LST , V)

DIMENS I CN FOMOD(200),A(200),B(200),C(200),D( 200)
DIMENSION T(200) ,F( 2C0) ,BETA(200) ,GAMPA(200) ,V(200)
IF=LEQ+1

L-LST-1

MPi=L+l

DO 111 I = IF , L

F( I )=FOMOD(I)

A(I) = -F( I)

3(I)=1.+2.*F(I)

C(I )=-F( I)

D(I)=T(I)

111 CONTINUE

C(IF) = D( IF)+F( IF)*T(LEQ)
C(L)=DIL)+F(L)*T(MP1)
BETA(IF)=B(IF)

GAMMA( IF ) = D( IF)/BETA(IF)
IFP1=IF+1

DO 1 I=IFP1,L

BETA(I) = B(I)-A{ I)*C(I-1)/BETA(I-1)
1 GAMMA(I)=(D(I)-A( I)*GAM*A(1-1))/BETA(I)

V(L)=GAMMA(L)
LAST=L-IF

DO 2 K=l .LAST

T(L)=TPHA

FLUXIN = FLUXIN-,HCOUNT

RMDR=FLUX IN

FLUXIN = 0.0

GO TO 21
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I=L-K

2 V( I)=GAMPA(I)-C( I)*V(I+l)/BETA(I)
V(LEQ)=T(LEQ)

V(LST) = T (LST)

RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE SECA NT(KCUNT,BAL,TGUS,GUNOW)
DIMENSION BAL(20),TGLS(2C)
K=KCUNT

F1=BAL(K-1)

F2=BAL(K)

T1=TGUS(K-1)

T2=TGUS(K)

GUN0W=T2-(( (T2-T1)*F2)/(F2-FD)
RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE FOMO(DT,DZ,LZ,LEXP AN,LSURF,LORG,F0)
UIPENSION Z(200) ,FG(200) ,CZ2(200)
Z( 1)=0.0

L1=LZ-1

DSN0-=3.E-3

C0RG=l.E-3

DMIN=3.E-3

DO 10 L=2,LZ

IF (L.LT .LEXPAN)

IF (L.GE.LEXPAN)

Z(L)=Z(L-1)+DEL

10 CONTINUE

DO 12 L=2,L1
DZU=Z(L)-Z(L-1)

DZL=Z(L+1)-Z(L)

DZ2(L)=DZU*DZL

D=DORG

IF (L.LT.LSURF) D=DSNO

IF (L.GT.LORG) D=DMIN

F0(L)=(D*0T)/DZ2(L)
12 CONTINUE

RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE TSTART(T,LZ)
DIMENSION T (200 )

REAU(5,44) (T(L),L=1,LZ)
44 FORMAT(1X,10F5.1)

DO 22 L=1,LZ
T(L)=T(L)+273.16

22 CONTINUE

RETURN

ENC

SUBROUTINE FMOU(FO,T,LZ,LSURF,LORG,FOMOD)
DIMENSION F0(200),FOMOO(200),T(200),P0R(3)
DIM ENS ION C(3)

DATA POR/.04,.75,.25/

DATA C/.16,.38,.50/
L1=LZ-1

LSP1=LSURF+1

FHEAT=80.

IF (L.EQ.LSP1) TESTY=0.5*(T(L)*T(L+1))
DO 10 L=2,L1

ML=2

IF (L.LT.LSURF) PL^l

CEL=DZ

CEL=DEL*1.25

<J5
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IF (L.GT.L0RG) ML = 3

TESTY = .2 5*(T(L + 1)+T(L-1))*0.5<T(L)
IF (L.EQ.LSURF) TESTY=T(L+1)
TC=TESTY-273.16

ITSW=0

IF (TC.GT.O.) ITSW=+1
IF <TC.LT.-7.) ITSW = -1
IF (ITSW.EQ. + l) FCK.OD(L)=FC(L)
IF (ITSW.EQ.O) XER=ERFC(ABS(TC/1.8))*FHEAT
IF (ITSW.EQ.O) FOMOD(L)=FC(L)*(C(ML)/(C(ML)+XER*POR{ML)))
IF (ITSW.EQ.-l) FCMOD(L)=FC(L)/(1.-(POR(ML)*0.5))

10 CONTINUE

RETURN

ENC

FUNCTICN 201(ZOS ,ZOT,TAK)
SET ZO

ZOX=(ZOS+ZOT )/2.

ZO=ZQX

IF (TAK.GE.275.) ZO=ZCT
IF (TAK.LE.271. ) ZO=ZOS
ZOI=ZO

RETURN
END

FUNCTION RLINFlTAK,CLO)
CAL THERMAL IR FROM SKY HEM
TSKY=TAK-22.
C2=CLG**2.

CF=1.-C2

RLINF=BB(TSKY)*CF+BB(TAK)*C2
RETURN

END

FUNCTION ALBI (SD, SDMAX,TAK,ALBT,ALBS)
CAL SOLAR ALBEDO
IF (SD.GT.34.) ALB=ALBS

IF (SD.LE.34..AND. SD.GT.15. ) ALB=.0+.0105*<SD-15.)
IF (SD.LE.15. .AND. SD.GT .5.) ALB=.4+.02*(SD-5.)
IF ( SD.LE.5..AND. SD.GT.0. ) ALE=ALBT+.046*SD
IF (SD.LE.O.) ALB=ALBT

IF (SD.GE.SDMAX.AND.TAK.LT. 268.) ALE=ALBS
IF (ALB.GT.ALBS) ALB=ALBS
IF (ALB. LT. ALBT ) AL 6= AL BT
SDMAX=AMAX1(SD.SDPAX)
ALBI=ALB

RETURN

END

FUNCTION QS(TK,SRHF,P)
E=SHMB(TK)

QS=(0.6 22*E*SRHF)/(P-E)
RETURN

END

FUNCTION QA(TK,RHF,P)
E=SHMQA(TK)

QA=(0.622*E*RHF)/(P-E)
RETURN

END

FUNCTION SHMB(TK)

SATWITK)«10.**< -7.9 0298* ( (373. 16/TK )-l. ,
1 +5. 02808*ALOG10(373.16/TK)
2 -1.3816E-7*( 10.**( 11.344*( l.-(TK/3 73.16) ))-1.)
3 +6.1328E-3*(10.**(-3.49149*((373.16/TK )-1.))-I.)
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3 59

360

4 +AL0G10(1013.246))

SATI(TK)=10.**<-9.09718*((273.'16/TK)-l. )
1 -3.56654*ALOG10(273.16/TK)
2 +0.376793*(l.-(TK/273.16))
3 +ALOG10(6.1071 ))

IF (TK .LT. 273.16) GO TO 552
SHMB=SATW(TK)
GO TO 55 5

5 52 CONTINUE

SHM3=SATI(TK)
555 CONTINUE

RETURN

END

FUNCTICN SHMBA(TK)

SAT h(TK) =10.** (-7.90298*1 (3 73.16/TK )-l.)
1 +5.02808*ALOG1C(373. 16/TK)
2 -1.3816E-7*(10.**(11.344*(1.-(TK/3 73.16)))-l.)
3+8.1328E-3*(10.**(-3.49149*((373 .16/TK )-l.))-l.)
4 +ALOG10(1013.246))

SHMBA=SATW(TK)
RETURN

ENC

SUBROUTINE REAWEA(TIME,SF,TAK,SUN,EXCO,RSKY,P,Q)
DIMENSION TIME(365) ,SUN(365),P(365) ,SF(365)
DIMENSION TAK(365),Q(365),RSKY(365) ,EXC0(365)

************************ ****** *****

ZOS=0.1

ZCT=2.
***********************************

ZA=25.E2

XKAR2=.16

DO 10 1=1,365

READ(5,5) T IME( I),SUN(I ),CLO,TA,RHA,UA,P(I),SF( I)
5 F0RMAT(F6.2,7F9.2)

TAK(I)=TA+273.16

Q(I)=QA(TAK(I),RHA,P( I))
RSKY(I)=RLINF(TAK(I),CLO)
ZO=Z0I(Z0S,Z0T,TAK( I ) )
AIRDEN=.348 38*(P( I )/TAK( I ))*1.E-3
EXCOd ) = (XKAR2*AIR0EN*UA)/( ALCG(ZA/Z0)**2.)

10 CONTINUE

RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE GTEMP(T,TC,LEG,LSURF,LORG,LZ,CZ
1 ,TEQ,FO,ACT)

DIMENSION T(2C0), TN( 2CC) , TC ( 2C0) ,FOMOD(200) ,FC(20C
L1=LSURF-1

TPHA=273.16

cc i l=i,l"eq
T(L)=TEQ

TN(L)=T(L)

IF IL.LT.LEQ) TC(L) = 999.9
1 CONTINUE

CALL FMOD(FO,T,LZ,LSURF,LORG,FOMOD)
CALL CRANK(FOMQC,T,LEG,LZ,TN)
ACT=0.0

DO 2 L=LEG,LZ

IF (L.LT.LSURF.AND.T(L).GE.TPHA) TN(L)=TPhA
IF (TN(Ll).EQ.TPHA) TN{ LSLRF ) =TPH A
T(L)=TN(L)
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END OF FILE

TC(L)=T(L)-TPHA

IF (L.LE.LSURF) GO TO 902

IF (T(L-l).LT.TPHA) GC TC 902
IF (TlL-1).GE.TPHA.AND.T(L).LT.TPHA) GO TO 901

GO TO 902

9 01 RATIQ=ABS( T ( L- 1 )-TPH A ) / ( T (L-l)- T( L ) )
ACT*(FLOAT I L-LSUR F-l )+RAT 10 )*DZ

902 CONTINUE

2 CONTINUE

RETURN

END

FUNCTION BB(TK)

BB=8.14E-8*(TK**4.)

RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE TUNPIC(T I ME,TC , LEX PAN,LSURF)
DIMENSION BtllJ ,TC(2CC),Z(2C0)
DATA B/« 1' ,'2' ,*3«,'4', '5', '6', •+', •-«, •$', ' •
IF (LEXPAN.LT. 120) LPIC = LEXPAN

IF (LEXPAN.GE.120) LPIC=120

DO 1 L = l ,LPIC

T=TC(L)

TABS=ABS(T)

K=ABS(T/10.)

IF (T.GT .-10. .ANO.T.LT.O.C) Z(L)=B(8)
IF (T.LT.10..AND.T.GT .0.0) Z(L) = B(7)
IF (T.EQ.O.O) Z(L)=B(S)
IF (TABS .GE.10. ) Z(L) = B(K)

IF (L.EQ.LSURF) Z(L)=BU1)
IF (L.EQ.LP IC) Z(L)=B(11)
IF (K.GT.6) Z(L)=e(10)

1 CONTINUE

WRITE(7,7) TIME,(Z(L),L=1,LPIC)
7 FQRMAT(1H9,F5.2,120A1 )

RETURN

ENC
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00


